
Clean Up Your Website...
and I Mean It.

A serious talk about your content



Our new website!



Our new website after 6 months...





Focus on Top Tasks
“If your customers can't 
complete the top task they came 
to your website to complete, your 
website fails."

- Gerry McGovern





Child Support - Top 10 pages
Top 10 pages 
account for 
87% of all 
page views

(620 pages total)



GTA
Top 10 pages 
account for 
74% of all 
page views

(1,000 pages 
total)



Meet 80% of your users’ needs with 20% of 
the content.



Columbia College
36,000 pages

944 pages



82% increase in web 
inquiries!









Content Inventory



Content Audit







Use Google Analytics to make tough 
decisions.



Is your content useful?



Now, cut the number of words in half.



Less is More
● Less than 20% of the text content is actually read on an 

average web page. (Jakob Nielsen, 2008)

● Most visitors scroll through about only 50-60% of an 
article page. (Chartbeat, 2013)

● Concise, scannable and objective copywriting resulted in 
124% better usability. (Nielsen)

http://www.useit.com/alertbox/percent-text-read.html
http://www.useit.com/alertbox/9710a.html


Medicare Fraud Letter
Before:
Investigators at the contractor will review the facts in your case and decide the 
most appropriate course of action. The first step taken with most Medicare 
health care providers is to reeducate them about Medicare regulations and 
policies. If the practice continues, the contractor may conduct special audits of 
the providers [sic] medical records. Often, the contractor recovers 
overpayments to health care providers this way. If there is sufficient evidence to 
show that the provider is consistently violating Medicare policies, the 
contractor will document the violations and ask the Office of the Inspector 
General to prosecute the case. This can lead to expulsion from the Medicare 
program, civil monetary penalties, and imprisonment.



After:

We will take two steps to look at this matter: We will find 
out if it was an error or fraud.

We will let you know the result.

75% reduction!!!



Writing/Editing Tips



Wordy Less wordy

The speedy dog ran quickly… The dog sped...

This is a subject that… This subject...

The reason why is that… Because...



Bigger Smaller

Consume Eat

Collaborate Work together

Individuals People

In close proximity to Near

Small Words are Better than Big Words



Active, not passive
Passive
The decision was made by the committee to close the 
school.

Active
The committee decided to close the school.



You!
Impersonal:
Customers are required to sign in 
before being seen by a caseworker.

Personal:
Please sign in, and a caseworker 
will see you.



A few more...
● Bullet points

● Bold words and phrases



A Picture is NOT worth a thousand words.





PDFs are NOT your friend.





Google will 
NOT index 
this!



No Flash. Zero. None.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IIhE41G__pI




Why are we doing this?



Mobile Matters.



Make your pages tiny.
1. Cut the content

2. Optimize photos and videos
http://jpeg-optimizer.com/

3. Optimize PDFs if you have them
http://smallpdf.com/compress-pdf

http://jpeg-optimizer.com/
http://jpeg-optimizer.com/
http://smallpdf.com/compress-pdf
http://smallpdf.com/compress-pdf


Content Vetting
Make tough decisions about 
adding content

● Content Request Form

● Governance body



Why are we doing this?
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